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 POETRY

 A POETRY CHRONICLE

 Ceremonies in Mind, by Tram Combs. Mind Trammels (St. Thomas, Vir
 gin Islands). $3.00.

 The Descent from Daimonji, by Cid Corman. Origin Press (London).
 $I.00.

 Guide to the City, by Michael Grieg. The Black Hand Press. (No price
 listed).

 The Flight of Mr. Sun, by John Barkley Hart. Hennypenny Press (Gar
 dena, Calif.). $I.75.

 Ekstasis, by Philip Lamantia. Auerhahn Press (San Francisco). $I.25.
 Riprap, by Gary Snyder. Origin Press. $i.00.

 In the way of an introduction to this Chronicle, or survey-review, I
 have nothing much to say about myself, my childhood, my tastes or
 anything else. What there is going to be of that will have to be in the
 review that follows. The most important thing here is the books, and it
 is with these, and these alone, that I will try to deal. One thing I might
 say, however, is this: I have had one hell of a time deciding on the bases
 for some of my judgments. The problem of standards. And I am, I must
 admit-by some of the same standards I am applying here-appalled at
 how much bad poetry I myself have written. Enough.

 Mr. Combs, in Ceremonies in Mind, achieves a good deal of move
 ment, excitement and warmth. He speaks, often sings in a unique and
 intriguing voice; it is a voice, however, that sounds as if it had only just
 begun to sing. It sings well, but it does not sing (or speak) very many
 whole and successful poems. At its best, there is the sheer joy of honest,
 unplodding, unforced (or merely mechanical) sound. There is a sim
 plicity in Ceremonies as well and often what might be called sentimentality.
 But if the sentiment or emotion is real-as it is here, usually-if it is not
 maudlin, mawkish, or empty, if it is successfully and accurately expressed,
 then what can be said against it? This: that unless, like metrics and music,
 it is in every way equal and intrinsic to the poem, to the work as a whole,
 it is going to be in danger of existing only as a kind of "fragment", an
 aura, lovely but evanescent. And if aura, if fragment were enough, if
 feeling and occasional fine music were enough, then Mr. Combs would
 have achieved a really remarkable work. There is form here, there is
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 ROBERT S. SWARD

 control, but there is not enough, and what there is is typically soft. At
 times, even the feeling falls short ofaccurate or successful expression. And
 the voice is too often carried away with itself, with its very love for song,

 for words, for sound:

 ... wax and feather, fellow, feather.
 poets go down, man, go down as Moses'
 tablets of Law-artillery of clay
 fired in mind-but feathering; waning, still feathering

 (Icarian Vision)

 Some poems here are very seriously flawed, the love and the satirical
 pieces in particular. Love Poem, Sort of is an example. It may, curiously,
 have been conceived as a sonnet. If so, the compromise is nearly complete.
 The last six lines follow:

 odd pal, Vincent, in my history;
 I've not a petty patter
 to fill long hours for you;
 but I give you Vincent printed
 for the odd joy of having you near,
 antiphonal to my childhood, Southern white.

 The flatness, the awkwardness, the excess are all typical of Mr. Combs
 at his worst. At his best-the Van Gogh poem is in every way exceptional
 -there is an altogether wonderful talent. The book is not fulfilled. It is
 embarrassingly uneven, and the uneven cannot by anyone be passed as
 good.

 In some of these books there is an emphasis on "speech", actual, collo
 quial speech; in others, there is a frequent attempt at song, where the
 speech, typically, has undergone more of a transformation; in all there
 is at least some effort (in the better poems, more often than not) to
 achieve a kind of balance between the two. It is a difficult thing to man
 age. It is so much easier to work in an extreme, either speech-speech, or
 song-song. The radio or the sonnet. Kerouac on the one hand, the Hudson
 Review and iambics on the other. In the next few years, I imagine, there
 will be a number of new attempts made at a reconciliation. Mr. Cor
 man's The Descent From Daimonji is one that exists already. Here, instead
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 of the fragments most books offer, there are whole and complete poems.
 Not many, but some, and certainly enough to make Descent the best of
 these six books. Mr. Corman has, along with a love for language, for
 shape, movement, and form, a sureness about them, and an ability to
 offer poems that represent not only talent, but an often fulfilled art. Both
 in the shorter, somewhat derivative pieces, like Harusam?,

 The rain only
 rains. Clouds

 push clouds
 but not away.

 Now
 where were we?

 The room is always
 emptier than before:

 if only
 the emphasis

 would not fall
 just where the cry is!

 and in such longer poems as For a Friend in Rome, there is this fusion of
 speech and song, this voice that is at once colloquial, lyrical, accurate, and
 real.

 In a review of this kind there is bound to be one book from which
 one would like to quote extensively. And with Descent, which has only
 a few really weak poems (Snyder of the Sierras is one), I am inclined to
 give way, in part, to the impulse. The title-poem opens like this:

 All night pushing the stars uphill
 to gaze over sleep under us

 Then all day down
 rummaging slidings of trees
 chasing a stream ...
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 Evidence, which I quote in its entirety, is representative of several poems
 in the book, and the voice behind them:

 we had come across where the path
 heaped up an embankment
 as it broke round and steep down

 a carefull jag of pine-backed rocks
 with pine-needles carefully
 splashed about in the cracks

 suspiciously beautiful
 as if others had been there
 which would account for the fact

 Michael Grieg's Guide to the City (San Francisco) falls into two parts.
 The first is given over to the title-poem, a Howl-like, frequently rhetori

 cal ("City of Saint Francis, where is that Holy City?"), Whitman piece
 in six sections. The second part consists of a number of more or less con
 trolled, frequently rhyming verses. One, The Disappearance-for Weldon
 Kees-is a poem written in something that approximates iambic pen
 tameter. It has, along with inversions ("minds dissimilar" is one), a de
 vice, a phrasing not easily defined:

 . . . 0 gone friend, be where you are

 This, like a number of other lines in the book, reveals an unhappy com
 bination of the "beat" and the easily, the clumsily poetic. It is the poetry
 of an old woman, an old woman "with three names" and a beard. The
 refrain, however, "Fog folds what fabled afierworld you won", I like.
 And it is wisely repeated more times than necessary. The poem, I must
 add, in fairness to myself, is representative of the second half of the book.

 Guide to the City, Mr. Grieg says in a preface to the poem, "was occa
 sioned by recent statistics revealing the dark eminence reached by San
 Francisco with its suicide and alcoholic rate". He goes on to say that the
 poem "is written in what I call rhythmic speech, a more diffuse and less
 embellished mode than poetry, with the limitations in mind of hearing

 it read aloud". Unfortunately,!the poem, its sections, its occasional good
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 fragments, are convincing neither as the type of non-poetry he admits it
 to be-I have read it aloud-nor as speech. And the phrase "rhythmic
 speech" is more successful, it seems to me, as apology than as description,
 or definition. All speech has at least some element of rhythm. The poem
 itself achieves only an approximation of speech, of living, actual speech;
 it achieves only an approximation of poetry, or, rather, of the type of
 non-poetry it is intending to be. In short, in spite of the usual, commend
 able lines-all long poems have an inevitable minimum of one or two
 it fails.

 One newspaper critic spoke recently of a poet who had achieved a
 "very modem model of the first book of poems", a work revealing "all
 the manners of good verse". Whatever other virtues this volume by Mr.

 Hart might have, manners (of the kind implied) is not one of them. The
 title-poem, The Flight of Mr. Sun, like Mr. Grieg's, is a long work in six
 sections. It is, though somewhat tiring-in the sameness of its tones, in
 its occasional shrillness-a wildly earnest, a wildly funny poem. It is also,
 in comparison with the "modem model", wild in nearly every other

 way: diction, voice, texture, rhythm (or lack of rhythm), form, typogra
 phy, and so on. There is, and of course as a part of this, an altogether
 brash, "light" but moving, apt, and delightful irreverence to it:

 As a small boy I went to kindergarten. We all played
 together until one day a stranger came. He was three

 and a half years old
 like a blonde god

 SCHON UND RICHTIG

 We beat him to a pulp.

 The poem is also essentially honest. All the way through-it goes on for
 some 700 lines-one has the sense that Mr. Hart is risking everything,
 and in an attempt to achieve, above all else, an absolute honesty: of
 expression, of statement, of self. He does this in what is pretty much the
 language, the speech, of our everyday lives. There is some pretentious
 ness to it, but it is the pretentiousness that results from a prolonged and
 contemporary brashness. It is the brashness, perhaps, of a bewildered, but
 lyrical and yea-saying honesty. It is a brashness that results-as does much
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 of the humor-from the restless, swinging, go-go-go, state-it-in-every
 way-you-see-it, serious-sublime-hilarious-ridiculous, what-is-poetry?
 what-is-lie? approach the poet makes to represent the truth. TRUTH! The
 word is repeated time and again throughout the poem. And it is toward
 this

 TRUTH GOODNESS BEAUTY

 that Mr. Sun is moving. He fails. The Flight exists as a memorable, but
 flawed, awkward effort. One's heart is with Mr. Sun; one's heart is won
 -as it is in many of Mr. Hart's shorter poems. And this is more than
 what most readers of poetry can say for the vast majority of the poems
 they will come across in any given year. It is not, however, enough. It
 is more than I have learned to expect, but still only half of what I would
 like to ask of a poem.

 Ekstasis, Mr. Lamantia's latest book, is a collection of poems dealing,
 by and large, with religious worship, vision (or revelation), Love, Dam
 nation, and other themes appropriate to what is essentially religious
 verse. There is, however, nothing timid, predictable or static about it.
 That is, Lamantia attempts to use the form, the poem, not as a vehicle for
 the expression of certain sweet, obviously pious, formalized sentiments
 -characteristics typical of most (bad) religious poetry-but, rather, as a
 means for achieving, for expressing and communicating the discoveries,
 the revelations that he says are his intention:

 My object is a revelation, in manifestation, of beauty-its world,
 natural or supernatural-and if it shows forth, if it lies ensnared by
 the hidden operations of art and inspiration (for so, here IT IS!) with

 music and rhythms discovered, worked and evoked, well, then I in
 vite you to travel the depth of it.

 The poems, then, if I understand this correctly, are not intended merely
 as aesthetic things-in-themselves; they have another purpose, and one
 that is characteristic of religious verse (the good as well as the bad): that
 of bringing the reader ultimately to God, or at any rate closer to Him.

 With this I can have no quarrel. And, in his most successful, in his most
 exciting poems, Lamantia achieves something of what, in his preface to
 the book, he calls an "ekstatic breakthrough". It is a "breakthrough"
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 that I would say occurs in the very first poem, Christ, one of the most
 striking religious poems I have ever read. The poem illustrates also one
 of the few restrictions that Lamantia places on himself: it is written in
 the shape of a cross. It illustrates, too, a concern with expression that
 would appear to be relatively free from conscious control:

 Glory crasht on time Angel tongues, MAGI
 and burden of the stars In the i I R E
 elliptical HEARTS coNVEx * Impossible beauty
 CHILD, MARIA WOMBED SAVIOR

 Moreover, like his preface, it indicates something of his debt to Gerard
 Manley Hopkins. How important a debt it is would be difficult to say.
 It would also be difficult to say how really serious Lamantia is (i) about
 his art, his poetry, and (2) about his religion, especially in view of such
 inconsistencies of attitude and tone as, on the one hand Christ, and on the
 other the last poem (which seems intended as an "envoy to the book):

 COME
 HOLY GHOST

 for we can rise
 out

 of this jazz !

 As for many of Mr. Lamantia's other verses, they are flawed not by
 any lack of vision, or imagination, but rather by a simple lack of tech
 nique, or control. The poems as a whole, I would say, are typically sur
 real, as well as religious. But it is often only a personal, and undisciplined
 (albeit musical) private, subjective expression and form that is being
 attempted. In at least one sense, then, the poems are attempting too
 little. They are there, on the page, as vision, as rhythmic fragments of a
 romantic, religious vision, but they are not there, they are often not
 fulfilled, as poems. With certain obvious exceptions-like Christ, or the
 fully convincing and lovely Our Lady of the Snow-they seem not to live,
 both on and of the page (in one's mind, in one's memory) as wholes.

 After Grieg and Hart and Lamantia, Riprap, the sixth and last of these
 books, seems restrained and relatively formal. It is more like Mr. Cor
 man's than any of the others. Like Corman, Snyder's verse is rather sim
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 ple, usually honest, straightforward and (with exceptions) spare. There
 is nothing grandiose or egoistic about it. It is peculiarly impersonal,
 strong-in its quiet way- and reveals, again with some depressing ex
 ceptions, an unobtrusive, unaffected familiarity with oriental art. (There
 is little here of that wistful Midwestern club-woman who, having read
 some translated Haiku, and finding it "quaint", decides to write some.)
 And, though they do not attempt very much, at least three of these
 poems are fully convincing. One, which says briefly what Kerouac's
 The Dharma Bums says at length, great length, is probably perfect. It is
 the first poem in the book and, like many of the others, is written in free
 verse. It is entitled Mid-August at Sourdough Mountain Lookout:

 Down valley a smoke haze
 Three days heat, after five days rain
 Pitch glows on the fir-cones
 Across rocks and meadows
 Swarms of new flies.

 I cannot remember things I once read
 A few friends, but they are in cities.
 Drinking cold snow-water from a tin cup
 Looking down for miles
 Through high still air.

 The poems which make up this book tend to begin either with a
 statement-quiet, considered, somewhat "apart" in tone

 The female is fertile, and discipline
 (contra naturam) only

 confuses her

 or, with a description of some particular scene, a scene that involves,
 above all else, the poet's sense of vision. The poem, then, develops from
 this. An example (of the descriptive type) is a piece in three stanzas
 called Toji.

 Men asleep in their underwear
 Newspapers under their heads
 Under the eaves of T-ji...

 24S
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 The second stanza, though it expands on the opening, is still based almost
 entirely on what has actually been seen. In this, and to some extent in
 "voice", the lines that follow are representative of a good deal of Snyder's
 work. Though they appeal, however, to but two senses, they are the
 most lavish in the book:

 Peering through chickenwire grates
 At dusty gold-leaf statues
 A cynical curving round-belly
 Cool Bodhisattva-maybe Avalokita
 Bisexual and tried it all, weight on
 One leg, haloed in snake-hood gold
 Shines through the shadow
 An ancient hip smile
 Tingling of India and Tibet.

 The last two lines are two of several in Riprap that do not ring true. They
 seem unnecessarily easy and, as a result, even a bit phony. Apart from
 this, apart from its unevenness, the gravest fault with this book is its
 sameness: of tone, of "shape", of emotional range, or response. The
 poems are finally too much alike and, though they may work very well
 individually, lose something when seen together. The book is quite im
 pressive, nonetheless. At times, though, it comes only too close to fulfill
 ing one interpretation that can be made on the metaphor implied in the
 title. Riprap is defined as "a foundation or wall made of broken stones
 thrown together irregularly or loosely, as in water or on a soft bottom".

 Mr. Snyder's epigraph suggests something else, however, something
 truer of his book, and true, in a way, of the others as well:

 a cobble of stone laid on steep slick rock
 to make a trail for horses in the mountains.

 I'm afraid I have no very high note on which to end. I'm uneasy about
 too much in too many of these books. And the thought of Grieg and
 Combs, just now, depresses me. Hart and Corman and Snyder (by them
 selves) might have inspired a more excited, a more enthusiastic ending.
 Corman alone certainly would have, and it is, in fact, to Descent-of all
 these books-that I will be returning.

 ROBERT S. SWARD
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